Busy Bees

February 5 - 9th

Feelings & Valentines

Story Time
Books: Lots of Feelings
Angry Is..... Happy Is..... Sad Is..... Scared Is....
You're Hand in My Hand
Happy Valentines Day Mouse
Splat the Cat & Valentines
Mail Carriers
Delivering Mail
At the Post Office
Songs and Finger Plays: If You're Happy and You Know It I Have Feelings
Where Could My Good Friend Be
The Love Bug
Skidamarink a Dink
Games: Patterning - Look Again - identifying emotions & speculating about causes
Valentine Patterns - candy,heart,candy,heart

Language
Puppet Drama Several of our puppets will find themselves in several emotional
circumstances such as missing mommy, getting frustrated with their drawings, not listening to a
friend's words and hitting a friend and getting so excited that they just can't sit still
I Love Making a booklet of things we love. The pages will contain children's drawings
and the words they dictate to teachers. Writing a child's words as they label their artwork helps
make connections between meaning and written language
Letter Sort
As part of our Post Office work we'll sort mail using upper case letters

Math
Roll and Graph Game Using a die which has sad, happy and angry faces on it's sides,
the children will roll the die and cover a space in the corresponding column of the graph
Heart Glyphs A glyph is an illustration decorated to show information such as coloring
the heart to show if your favorite thing about Valentine's is the candy, the cards or the stories
Shape Sort
Gaining practice in identifying shapes as we work in the Post Office

Art
A Mural of Magazine Faces Happy, sad, sleepy, surprised, angry ...eyes, mouths,
eyebrows in magazine faces
Marbleized Hearts
Swirling shaving cream and food coloring and printing on heart
shapes
Collage Work
A chance to work with lots of textures

Fine Motor / Gross Motor
Mail Time
By using stickers, coloring pictures and writing, we'll make and send
letters in our classroom Post Office to our friends
Eraser Play and Letters
Laying erasers along the curves and straight lines of the
initial letter forms of our names

Science
Glitter Slime
Creating and playing with the slime will give us an opportunity to explore
how liquid starch thickens glue but still allows it to be poured

Social Studies
Pairing Emotions Cards with Photos of Faces Practice in discriminating between
emotions and using a symbol picture to represent each emotion

